ation might contribute to the mbau's dominance. The ability to survive under "super" low light conditions might help mbau saplings out-survive saplings of other species. In the penumbra of the dense canopy, I was sure I was right about the low light levels, but I needed to put numbers to this obvious effect.
We stopped to set up the data logger. I fixed a nickelsized light sensor to the top of the bamboo pole and attached the 180-foot wire, which ultimately and with Sengi's help would be placed above the tree canopy to measure "full sunlight"; at the same time, additional sensors in the understory would measure how much light made it through the canopy. Positioning a sensor above the canopy would have been a daunting task for most people, but the Mbuti have a long tradition of climbing trees to collect honey. Sengi removed his t-shirt, wristwatch, and flip-flops, and then looped the ream of wire attached to the bamboo pole over his head and shoulder. He then hoisted himself onto a small tree growing next to the adult mbau. As he shimmied up, the tree bowed toward the mbau. He looped one leg onto the lowest branch of the adult mbau and then let go of the small tree, which snapped back into place.
Kenge and I sat down on the thick cushion of fallen leaves. This climbing phase always made me nervous. I had asked Sengi to position the sensor above a tree, the top of which I couldn't even see. He had no safety ropes or belts. I mimed my nervousness to Kenge, who assured me that Sengi would not fall but then a few minutes later said, "boom!", while motioning Sengi plummeting from the canopy with his hands and laughing at his joke.
With the help of local guides, ecologist and award-winning author Sylvia Torti measured understory light in equatorial African forests. To her guides, the differences between forests as revealed by the data are self-evident, leaving Sylvia to reflect on the advantages and disadvantages to Western scientific imperatives that require effects to be measured and analyzed rather than simply being experienced. Later that day I asked Jean-Remy, a Congolese botanist fluent in the local languages, to explain the idea behind the data logger to Kenge so that he would understand what I was trying to discover. When Jean-Remy finished translating, Kenge looked perplexed. His mouth pulled back, his lips pursed, and he gave a slight shake of his head. He said, and Jean-Remy translated, "mbau forests are nice and cool; the other forest is hot". Kenge went to bed, likely puzzled as to why we needed a computer, wires, and such great effort to figure out something so obvious.
TRAILS AND TRIBULATIONS TRAILS AND TRIBULATIONS
The next morning I awoke early and headed out before breakfast to check the computer's output, and so I was alone when I saw the elephants' tracks. While I half-hoped they were still around, I mostly hoped they were gone. I listened for noises. I worried about the data logger because I had pleaded with a hesitant professor to allow me to bring it to Africa, assuring him that absolutely nothing would happen to it. I wished that Kenge was with me, because he would know whether the elephants were nearby. I pushed myself onward and breathed a sigh of relief when I saw the data logger (with, I should add, a round elephant print less than a meter away). I checked the data logger's output. Satisfied that everything was working, I hiked back to Epulu.
Walking back to the village, I couldn't help but think that the cumbersome data logger I had carried into the forest, and would carry back and forth for the next few months, was not only a physical burden but also a cultural one, part of my Western scientific culture. Something I needed to record data to test hypotheses. A necessary tool I needed to ultimately obtain a doctoral degree, which would validate my professional existence in the Western world. Kenge, on the other hand, carried nothing of material substance but knew the forest through a long history of cultural and personal experience.
After 2 months, the data we collected showed what Kenge and I, and probably everyone else who'd ever passed through the Gilbertiodendron forest, had felt all along. Compared with the mixed-species forest, there was much less light in the understory of the mbau forest -in fact, on average, the understory received only 0.5% full sunlight. Extreme shade, it seems, may be a key to keeping other shade-tolerant species from establishing and surviving in the monodominant forest (Torti et al. 2001) .
I've often thought that if I could go back to the Ituri and speak with Kenge, I would want to share not only that information with him, but also a new insight. I realize now that the data logger I carried from place to place during those months helped reveal a bigger story than I, as a visitor, or even Kenge, with his long connection to the forest, could have told. The data showed that not only does less light reach the mbau understory than in the adjacent mixed-species forest, but there is less light in the mbau understory than in practically any other tropical rainforest on Earth (Vierling and Wessman 2000; Torti et al. 2001) .
The numbers -as sterile or self-evident as they might seem, especially when compared to walking within the richness of the forest -serve a higher purpose. The numbers take the mbau shade beyond the confines of personal experience and translate that shade into a language that can be understood by scientists who work in other forests. The data I collected would help scientists, who will never experience the mbau forest firsthand, to see and feel its uniqueness. The data allow mbau forests to be incorporated into comparative models for tropical forests across the globe. This is something that Kenge, with no access to modern technology or scientific culture, could not do. The data logger, which I'd originally thought of as a metaphor for a cultural burden, actually narrowed the gap between cultures.
Though I've also wondered whether at that moment -in the sheer joy of walking in silence through the mbau forest with Kenge -when I called out his name and he turned to me, if I would have tried explaining all that or whether I might simply have reached out to yet another unknown leaf and asked him its name. 
